
CHAPTER5

PRECEDENCE

DIAGRAM



Advantages of using Precedence 
Diagram:
1. No dummy activities are required.
2. A single number can be assigned to identify
each activity.
3. Analytical solution is simpler



DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ARROW DIAGRAM
AND PRECEDENCE DIAGRAM
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CON.

The project can be represented in Other way 
which called The stair  type relationship.

 In this method each activity divided into many 
parts as shown below
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What it does mean?











Four time values associated with each
activity:

1.ESD (Early Start Date)
is the earliest point in time that any activity 
bursting from its beginning node can start.

2.EFD (Early Finish Date)

is the earliest point in time that any activity 
can be finshed



3.LSD (Late Start Date)
Is the latest point of time that any activity can be 
start.

4.LFD Late (Finish Date)

is the latest point in time that any activity is the latest point in time that any activity 
which merges at the activity’s ending
node can finish.



Forward Pass Rules
Rule 1
The initial project event is assumed to occur at time zero

Rule 2
All activities are assumed to start as soon as possible,
that is , as soon as all the predecessor activities are
completed.completed.

Rule 3
The early finish time of an activity is merely the sum of
its early start date and the estimated activity duration.
EFD = ESD + T



Rule 4

The late start date LSD is found by subtracting
the activity duration T from the late finish date
LFD
LSD = LFD - T



1. Total Float

Total float may be defined as that time span
in which the completion of an activity may
occur and not delay the termination of the
project.
TF = LFDij - EFD
= LSD - ESD= LSD - ESD



2. Free Float
� Free float may be defined as the time span
in which the completion of an activity may
occur and not delay the finish of the project
nor delay the start of any following activity.
FF = ESDB - EFDA

3. Interfering Float3. Interfering Float
That part of the total float which remains after free
float has been deducted is the interfering float.
It may be defined as: the time span in which the
completion of an activity may occur and not delay
the termination of the project but within which
completion will delay the start of some other
following activity.
INTF= TF - FF



Precedence NetworkPrecedence Network
Calculations




